Scoring Sheet used by Reviewers for 2016 Innovative Practices for the CCRPI

Name of School __________________________________________ System _____________________________

Awarded_______ Not Awarded______

Points not awarded due to:

_____ Goal of practice does not identify a numerical or percentile goal for improved student achievement

_____ Target population is not identified

_____ Description does not indicate date(s) of implementation of practice and/or dates of measurements or assessments

_____ No dataset submitted

_____ Dataset submitted was not generated from a norm referenced or criterion reference measurement or GaDOE - approved dataset such as SLO or SGP

_____ Dataset is not reviewed because it contains individual student data or student identifying information

_____ Dataset does not include measurable student achievement gains/results in a numerical or percentile format

_____ Dataset does not reflect current year and prior year or fall and spring of current year

_____ Dataset is not readable as submitted digitally

_____ Post dataset is not for targeted population (same group(s) of students) as pre –dataset

_____ Post dataset is from a measurement/assessment different from the pre- dataset

_____ Dataset does not reflect/support measurable gains that match the targeted goals for improved student achievement submitted with the description

_____ Dataset is in charts/tables or format that is not clearly labeled

Reviewer Number: _______________________________ Date: ___________________